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The carefully chosen selections in 50 Essays include both classic essays and
high-interest, high-quality contemporary readings to hold students’ interest,
inspire their writing, and prepare them to work with nonfiction at the college level.
50 Essays will help your AP® English Language students acquire the critical
thinking and academic writing skills they need to succeed. AP® is a trademark
registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in the
production of, and does not endorse, this product.
A key challenge in the first-year composition course is to inspire students as
readers and to spark the kind of thoughtful classroom discussion that leads to
solid academic writing. As series editor of "The Best American Essays" Robert
Atwan constantly scours a wide range of print and online periodicals, bringing to
"America Now" an unrivaled awareness of the best writing on today's hottest
issues. To make these issues especially relevant for students, Atwan also
explores hundreds of campus newspapers on the Internet to find the best student
writing on current topics. These models by their peers from across the country
show students that they, too, can share ideas through their own discussion and
writing.
Presents a collection of oratory including sermons, speeches, courtroom
arguments, radio broadcasts, eulogies, and commencement addresses.
A new collection from David Sedaris is cause for jubilation. His recent move to
Paris has inspired hilarious pieces, including Me Talk Pretty One Day, about his
attempts to learn French. His family is another inspiration. You Cant Kill the
Rooster is a portrait of his brother who talks incessant hip-hop slang to his
bewildered father. And no one hones a finer fury in response to such modern
annoyances as restaurant meals presented in ludicrous towers and cashiers with
6-inch fingernails. Compared by The New Yorker to Twain and Hawthorne,
Sedaris has become one of our best-loved authors. Sedaris is an amazing reader
whose appearances draw hundreds, and his performancesincluding a jawdropping impression of Billie Holiday singing I wish I were an Oscar Meyer
weinerare unforgettable. Sedariss essays on living in Paris are some of the
funniest hes ever written. At last, someone even meaner than the French! The
sort of blithely sophisticated, loopy humour that might have resulted if Dorothy
Parker and James Thurber had had a love child. Entertainment Weekly on Barrel
Fever Sidesplitting Not one of the essays in this new collection failed to crack me
up; frequently I was helpless. The New York Times Book Review on Naked
In this bold book, Samuel Cohen asserts the literary and historical importance of
the period between the fall of the Berlin wall and that of the Twin Towers in New
York. With refreshing clarity, he examines six 1990s novels and two post-9/11
novels that explore the impact of the end of the Cold War: Pynchon's Mason &
Dixon, Roth's American Pastoral, Morrison's Paradise, O'Brien's In the Lake of
the Woods, Didion's The Last Thing He Wanted, Eugenides's Middlesex,
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Lethem's Fortress of Solitude, and DeLillo's Underworld. Cohen emphasizes how
these works reconnect the past to a present that is ironically keen on denying
that connection. Exploring the ways ideas about paradise and pastoral, difference
and exclusion, innocence and righteousness, triumph and trauma deform the
stories Americans tell themselves about their nation’s past, After the End of
History challenges us to reconsider these works in a new light, offering fresh,
insightful readings of what are destined to be classic works of literature. At the
same time, Cohen enters into the theoretical discussion about postmodern
historical understanding. Throwing his hat in the ring with force and style, he
confronts not only Francis Fukuyama’s triumphalist response to the fall of the
Soviet Union but also the other literary and political “end of history” claims put
forth by such theorists as Fredric Jameson and Walter Benn Michaels. In a
straightforward, affecting style, After the End of History offers us a new vision for
the capabilities and confines of contemporary fiction.
Combining concise but thorough instruction in the methods of development with a
conscientiously picked selection of classic and contemporary model readings for
writers, 40 Model Essays contains advice on forming a thesis statement
alongside a wealth of captivating new writing topics to help you succeed.
A collection by the pop culture commentator includes some of his most
noteworthy profiles and trend stories, a selection of favorite opinion pieces, and a
semi-autobiographical short story, in a volume complemented by twenty
"hypothetical questions."
In this elegant volume, literary critics scrutinize the existing Wallace scholarship
and at the same time pioneer new ways of understanding Wallace's fiction and
journalism. In critical essays exploring a variety of topics—including Wallace's
relationship to American literary history, his place in literary journalism, his
complicated relationship to his postmodernist predecessors, the formal difficulties
of his 1996 magnum opus Infinite Jest, his environmental imagination, and the
“social life” of his fiction and nonfiction—contributors plumb sources as diverse as
Amazon.com reader recommendations, professional book reviews, the 2009
Infinite Summer project, and the David Foster Wallace archive at the University of
Texas's Harry Ransom Center.
This brief rhetoric introduces the essential reading and writing strategies students
need to succeed in courses across the curriculum. Taking the transition from high
school to college as his starting point, Hjortshoj speaks directly and honestly to
students, offering them practical strategies to shed ineffective habits and move
toward a more mature, flexible understanding of how to respond to academic
challenges. Distilling information about writing assignments from across the
curriculum, Hjortshoj shows students how to decode these assignments and
approach them effectively. The second edition offers more advice on how to meet
the difficult challenge of synthesizing and integrating sources, and the text has
been streamlined to be a better reference.
A one-of-a-kind collection showcasing the energy of new African literature
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Coming at a time when Africa and African writers are in the midst of a remarkable
renaissance, Gods and Soldiers captures the vitality and urgency of African
writing today. With stories from northern Arabic-speaking to southern Zuluspeaking writers, this collection conveys thirty different ways of approaching what
it means to be African. Whether about life in the new urban melting pots of Cape
Town and Luanda, or amid the battlefield chaos of Zimbabwe and Somalia, or set
in the imaginary surreal landscapes born out of the oral storytelling tradition,
these stories represent a striking cross section of extraordinary writing. Including
works by J. M. Coetzee, Chimamanda Adichie, Nuruddin Farah, Binyavanga
Wainaina, and Chinua Achebe, and edited by Rob Spillman of Tin House
magazine, Gods and Soldiers features many pieces never before published,
making it a vibrant and essential glimpse of Africa as it enters the twenty-first
century.
Gathers fiction, poetry, and nonfiction dealing with the American West
A dazzling new anthology of the very best very short fiction from around the
world. What is a flash fiction called in other countries? In Latin America it is a
micro, in Denmark kortprosa, in Bulgaria mikro razkaz. These short shorts,
usually no more than 750 words, range from linear narratives to the more
unusual: stories based on mathematical forms, a paragraph-length novel, a
scientific report on volcanic fireflies that proliferate in nightclubs. Flash has
always—and everywhere—been a form of experiment, of possibility. A new entry in
the lauded Flash and Sudden Fiction anthologies, this collection includes 86 of
the most beautiful, provocative, and moving narratives by authors from six
continents, including best-selling writer Etgar Keret, Zimbabwean writer Petina
Gappah, Korean screenwriter Kim Young-ha, Nobel Prize winner Czeslaw
Milosz, and Argentinian “Queen of the Microstory” Ana María Shua, among
many others. These brilliantly chosen stories challenge readers to widen their
vision and celebrate both the local and the universal.
Feminism is the insight that women are oppressed, and the struggle against that oppression.
The Penguin Book of Feminist Writing is a global anthology of feminist writers, edited and
introduced by a major new essay by Hannah Dawson. It brings together an unprecedented lineup of the movement. It unfurls the diverse and often contradictory ways in which women have
written of their pain and exclusion, the strategies they have employed to fight back, and the joy,
power, and sisterhood that they have won. Beginning in the fifteenth century with Christine de
Pizan, who imagined a City of Ladies that would serve as a refuge from the harassment of
men, the book reaches around the whole earth and through history to us, now, splashing about
in the fourth wave. It goes beyond the usual white, Western story, attentive also to class,
capitalism and colonialism, and to the other axes of oppression that intersect with sexism.
Alongside Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who declared in Seneca Falls in 1848 the self-evident truth
'that all men and women are created equal', we find Sojourner Truth, born into slavery in New
York in 1797, who asked 'and ain't I a woman?' Drawing on poems, novels and memoirs, as
well roaring manifestos, The Penguin Book of Feminist Writing parts the clouds on a vast
constellation of feminist classics.
Presents excerpts on the subject of religion from the writings of such notable non-believers as
John Stuart Mill, Karl Marx, Charles Darwin, Mark Twain, H. L. Mencken, Albert Einstein,
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Richard Dawkins, and Salman Rushdie.
The Little Norton Reader presents 50 essays from the first 50 years of The Norton Reader,
classics like the "Letter from Birmingham Jail" along with newer favorites such as "Is Google
Making Us Stupid?" and "Fun Home." Its small size makes it portable, and its low price makes
it affordable.
This book was created to help ambitious, highly motivated kids maximize their SAT math
scores. Do you crave a higher score? Are you willing to do a little hard work to achieve it?
Good. I knew I liked you. Read this book from beginning to end, with a pencil in hand and a
calculator and Blue Book by your side. When you're done, you'll be able to approach the SAT
with confidence—very few questions will surprise you, and even fewer will be able to withstand
your withering attacks. Stand tall, intrepid student. Destiny awaits. Inside you'll find: Essential
test-taking strategies Difference-making techniques The math you need to know Challenging
diagnostic drills Solutions worked out by hand Question-by-question breakdowns of the tests in
the Official SAT Study Guide Candy (not really)
A remarkable memoir by a mother and her autistic daughter who’d long been unable to
communicate—until a miraculous breakthrough revealed a young woman with a rich and
creative interior life, a poet, who’d been trapped inside for more than two decades. “I have
been buried under years of dust and now I have so much to say.” These were the first words
twenty-five-year-old Emily Grodin ever wrote. Born with nonverbal autism, Emily’s only means
of communicating for a quarter of a century had been only one-word responses or physical
gestures. That Emily was intelligent had never been in question—from an early age she’d
shown clear signs that she understood what was going on though she could not express
herself. Her parents, Valerie and Tom, sought every therapy possible in the hope that Emily
would one day be able to reveal herself. When this miraculous breakthrough occurred, Emily
was finally able to give insight into the life, frustrations, and joys of a person with autism. She
could tell her parents what her younger years had been like and reveal all the emotions and
intelligence residing within her; she became their guide into the autistic experience. Told by
Valerie, with insights and stories and poetry from Emily, I Have Been Buried Under Years of
Dust highlights key moments of Emily’s childhood that led to her communication
awakening—and how her ability rapidly accelerated after she wrote that first sentence. As
Valerie tells her family’s story, she shares the knowledge she’s gained from working as a
legal advocate for families affected by autism and other neurological disorders. A story of
unconditional love, faith in the face of difficulty, and the grace of perseverance and
acceptance, I Have Been Buried Under Years of Dust is an evocative and affecting motherdaughter memoir of learning to see each other for who they are.
50 Essays: A Portable Anthology is the best-selling value-priced reader in the country because
its virtues don't stop at the price. The book’s carefully chosen selections include both classic
essays and high-interest, high-quality contemporary readings to truly engage students. The
editorial apparatus is flexible and unobtrusive enough to support a variety of approaches to
teaching composition. In its fifth edition, 50 Essays continues to help students acquire the
critical thinking and academic writing skills they need to succeed, without making a dent in their
wallets.

50 EssaysA Portable AnthologyMacmillan Higher Education
What is a lyric essay? An essay that has a lyrical style? An essay that plays with
form in a way that resembles poetry more than prose? Both of these? Or
something else entirely? The works in this anthology show lyric essays rely more
on intuition than exposition, use image more than narration, and question more
than answer. But despite all this looseness, the lyric essay still has
responsibilities—to try to reveal something, to play with ideas, or to show a shift in
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thinking, however subtle. The whole of a lyric essay adds up to more than the
sum of its parts. In A Harp in the Stars, Randon Billings Noble has collected lyric
essays written in four different forms—flash, segmented, braided, and hermit
crab—from a range of diverse writers. The collection also includes a section of
craft essays—lyric essays about lyric essays. And because lyric essays can be so
difficult to pin down, each contributor has supplemented their work with a short
meditation on this boundary-breaking form.
Walt investigates the death elderly Cheyenne Danny Lone Elk and runs into
problems on site of a dinosaur fossil discovery—from the New York Times
bestselling author of Land of Wolves When Jen, the largest, most complete
Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton ever found surfaces in Sherriff Walt Longmire’s
jurisdiction, it appears to be a windfall for the High Plains Dinosaur Museum—until
Danny Lone Elk, the Cheyenne rancher on whose property the remains were
discovered, turns up dead, floating face down in a turtle pond. With millions of
dollars at stake, a number of groups step forward to claim her, including Danny’s
family, the tribe, and the federal government. As Wyoming’s Acting Deputy
Attorney and a cadre of FBI officers descend on the town, Walt is determined to
find out who would benefit from Danny’s death, enlisting old friends Lucian
Connolly and Omar Rhoades, along with Dog and best friend Henry Standing
Bear, to trawl the vast Lone Elk ranch looking for answers to a sixty-five-millionyear-old cold case that’s heating up fast.
On their debut, The Clash famously claimed to be “bored with the USA,” but The
Clash wasn't a parochial record. Mick Jones' licks on songs such as “Hate and
War” were heavily influenced by classic American rock and roll, and the cover of
Junior Murvin's reggae hit “Police and Thieves” showed that the band's musical
influences were already wide-ranging. Later albums such as Sandinista! and
Combat Rock saw them experimenting with a huge range of musical genres,
lyrical themes and visual aesthetics. The Clash Takes on the World explores the
transnational aspects of The Clash's music, lyrics and politics, and it does so
from a truly transnational perspective. It brings together literary scholars,
historians, media theorists, musicologists, social activists and geographers from
Europe and the US, and applies a range of critical approaches to The Clash's
work in order to tackle a number of key questions: How should we interpret their
negotiations with reggae music and culture? How did The Clash respond to the
specific socio-political issues of their time, such as the economic recession, the
Reagan-Thatcher era and burgeoning neoliberalism, and international conflicts in
Nicaragua and the Falkland Islands? How did they reconcile their anti-capitalist
stance with their own success and status as a global commodity? And how did
their avowedly inclusive, multicultural stance, reflected in their musical diversity,
square with the experience of watching the band in performance? The Clash
Takes on the World is essential reading for scholars, students and general
readers interested in a band whose popularity endures.
Beyond black and white, native and alien, lies a vast and fertile field of human
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experience. It is here that Eric Liu, former speechwriter for President Clinton and
noted political commentator, invites us to explore. In these compellingly candid
essays, Liu reflects on his life as a second-generation Chinese American and
reveals the shifting frames of ethnic identity. Finding himself unable to read a
Chinese memorial book about his father's life, he looks critically at the cost of his
own assimilation. But he casts an equally questioning eye on the effort to sustain
vast racial categories like “Asian American.” And as he surveys the rising anxiety
about China's influence, Liu illuminates the space that Asians have always
occupied in the American imagination. Reminiscent of the work of James Baldwin
and its unwavering honesty, The Accidental Asian introduces a powerful and
elegant voice into the discussion of what it means to be an American.
At about half the price of other rhetorically arranged readers, 40 Model Essays: A
Portable Anthology combines concise but thorough instruction in the methods of
development with a well-chosen selection of classic and contemporary model
readings for writers. The second edition features a fresh mix of new and current
selections to complement class-proven favorites; new advice on forming a thesis
statement; and a wealth of captivating new writing topics. This volume in the
popular Bedford/St. Martin's series of Portable Anthologies and Guides offers a
trademark combination of high quality and great value.
Mommy Duck takes her four ducklings for a springtime walk, cautioning them to hold onto the
daisy chain they have made, but while Polly, Molly and Holly obey, Dylan keeps getting
distracted and going astray.
This bestselling brief text is for anyone who needs tips to improve writing. Writing with Style is
storehouse of practical writing tips—written in a lively, conversational style. This text provides
insight into: how to generate interesting ideas and get them down on paper; how to write a
critical analysis; how to write a crisp opener; how to invigorate a dull style; how to punctuate
with confidence; how to handle various conventions—and much more.
The extraordinary new poetry collection by Tracy K. Smith, the Poet Laureate of the United
States Even the men in black armor, the ones Jangling handcuffs and keys, what else Are they
so buffered against, if not love’s blade Sizing up the heart’s familiar meat? We watch and
grieve. We sleep, stir, eat. Love: the heart sliced open, gutted, clean. Love: naked almost in
the everlasting street, Skirt lifted by a different kind of breeze. —from “Unrest in Baton Rouge”
In Wade in the Water, Tracy K. Smith boldly ties America’s contemporary moment both to our
nation’s fraught founding history and to a sense of the spirit, the everlasting. These are poems
of sliding scale: some capture a flicker of song or memory; some collage an array of
documents and voices; and some push past the known world into the haunted, the holy.
Smith’s signature voice—inquisitive, lyrical, and wry—turns over what it means to be a citizen, a
mother, and an artist in a culture arbitrated by wealth, men, and violence. Here, private
utterance becomes part of a larger choral arrangement as the collection widens to include
erasures of The Declaration of Independence and the correspondence between slave owners,
a found poem comprised of evidence of corporate pollution and accounts of near-death
experiences, a sequence of letters written by African Americans enlisted in the Civil War, and
the survivors’ reports of recent immigrants and refugees. Wade in the Water is a potent and
luminous book by one of America’s essential poets.
In Frederick Douglass' 1845 memoir, the former slave and famous orator, describes the events
of his life including the brutal treatment that he experienced and witnessed, at the hand of
slave masters. This book is the most famous narrative, told from a former slave during this time
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period. The memoir is considered to be one of the most influential pieces of literature that
fueled the abolitionist movement in the United States.
It is said that Cuban food reflects the Cuban spirit—a hearty appetite for the sweetness and
richness of life, and a respect for tradition spiced with the spark of adventure. Here are enticing
spiced fish and seafood dishes: sweet, creamy flans; savory paella; warm, hearty black beans
and rice; and tropical rum drinks. You’ll find almost 200 recipes for appetizers, soups, salads,
breads, entrees, vegetables, desserts, and drinks that celebrate the colorful cuisine of Cuba,
bringing its flavorful, tropical tastes to your table. Cuban cooking honors the melding of
Spanish, Portuguese, and indigenous Cuban culinary traditions in dishes that have become
uniquely Cuban. There are many recipes for authentic Cuban specialties, such as pasteles
(spiced meat patties), tostones (fried green plantains), churros (fried dough with sugar), and
refreshing batidos (fruit milkshakes), as well as gourmet-style recipes for the contemporary
Caribbean dishes found in Cuban restaurants. Included too, is an invaluable guide to finding
uniquely Cuban ingredients, such as plantain, yucca, malaga, and calabaza. A Taste of Cuba
is flavorsome testimony to the ever-growing popularity of Cuban cuisine!
THIS TITLE HAS BEEN UPDATED TO REFLECT THE 2016 MLA UPDATES! Our editorial
team has updated this text based on content from The MLA Handbook, 8th Edition. Browse our
catalog or contact your representative for a full listing of updated titles and packages, or to
request a custom ISBN. Now in its twelfth edition, Literature: The Human Experience provides
a broad range of compelling fiction, poetry, drama, and nonfiction that explore the intersections
and contradictions of human nature. Timeless themes such as innocence and experience,
conformity and rebellion, culture and identity, love and hate, and life and death are presented
through the context of connections and experiences that are enduringly human. By presenting
diverse selections from contemporary and classic authors across time and cultures, students
are certain to discover literature in this anthology with which they can connect. Literature: The
Human Experience is also designed to make teaching literature convenient for instructors and
to make reading and writing about literature appealing for students.. A flexible arrangement of
literature within each theme allows instructors to teach the text however best suits their
classrooms, and the expert instruction and exciting selections will help to guide and entice
even the most reluctant readers. Enhancements to the twelfth edition include four new
casebooks—one per genre—that help students to see how literature can make arguments as
well as new reading questions that ask students to make arguments about the selections. To
top it off, Literature: The Human Experience costs about $10 to $30 less than comparable
anthologies, providing a wealth of material for an affordable price.
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